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The new Expansion in History (EIH) series looks forward to receiving approaches and submissions from authors of important publishing projects, which include the transcription, translation and annotation of original manuscript materials in non-Romance and Romance languages and/or monographs that engage the history of expansion.

EIH is a newly established Brill peer-reviewed book series that examines the history of expansion, which may be defined very broadly as the process of enlargement or extension of power, wealth, meaning, and knowledge by individuals, groups, networks, polities, societies and civilizations across space and over time. The idea for this series' originates from the historical observation and proposition that all or nearly all polities, societies, and civilizations across the world and over the longue durée have either participated in or experienced that process. It also redresses the potential misconception that expansion was the exclusive preserve of one and only one part of the globe.

EIH will publish:

Original texts, or other forms of evidence, e.g. visual representations, transcriptions and annotated English translations. The series aims to make available original non-Romance and Romance language texts and/or works in reproduction, framed by an introduction, transcription, and English language translation with annotations that engage further and discuss this historical process and the corresponding response to it.

Monographs that engage with these original texts and/or seminal works and utilize, interpret, and compare them through empirically driven research, examination and interpretation.

Authors are cordially invited to submit proposals and/or full manuscripts to either the series editor George Bryan Souza (georgebryansouza@gmail.com) or the publisher at Brill Wendel Scholma (scholma@brill.com).
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Authors will find general proposal guidelines at brill.com/author-gateway.